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Abstract. This unpublished note is an alternate, shorter (and hope-
fully more readable) proof of the decidability of all minimal models. The
decidability follows a proof of the existence of a cellular term in each
observational equivalence class of a minimal model.
The first proof I gave of the decidability of all minimal models [3] was far from
being easy to understand. I was only an inexperienced student at the time,
struggling to solve the problem of the decidability of Higher Order Matching. I
was trying to generalise to order five my decidability result at order four ([4],
[5]) when I realized that every solution of an atomic matching problem (a prob-
lem whose right-members are constants of ground type) could be transformed
into a cellular term (the so-called “transferring” terms in [3]), a term of very
simplified structure. The decidability of atomic matching followed immediately
from this key-result. A few months later, at the open-problem session of TLCA
1995, Ralph Loader pointed out that another immediate consequence of this de-
cidability result was the existence of a computable selector for the observational
equivalence classes of the minimal models of simply-typed lambda-calculus.
Because I was so immersed in the Matching Problem and wanted to prove
the decidability of atomic matching at each order, it seemed very natural to
prove the existence of cellular representatives by induction on the order of terms.
Unfortunately this choice was probably the worst I could make, and resulted in a
long, tedious and obfuscated proof. Two years later, using the same techniques,
Ralph Loader proved the decidability of Unary PCF [2]. Loader’s proof was
then drastically simplified by Manfred Schmidt-Schauß [6] who gave a clever,
simple and beautiful algorithm to compute a selector for Unary PCF – a fortiori
for every minimal model. This is the point where I realized that something was
probably wrong with my own proof : even if the decidability of all minimal
models followed from the existence of cellular representatives at each order, the
latter property was actually independant from the first, and clearly required a
proof by induction on the length of terms.
This unpublished note – written a few years ago – presents a short and
simple proof of the existence for each term of an observationally equivalent
cellular term, followed by a proof of decidability of each minimal model. The
proof considers only one ground type, but can be easily extended to finitely
many ground types (if you feel it is really necessary, you can try to read [3], or
even [4] if you can read French).
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We consider the λ-calculus with a single ground type ◦, a typing a` la Church, and
finitely many constants of type ◦. All terms are assumed to be in η-long form.
The notation λy1 . . . yn.u is a shorthand for (λy1 . . . (λyn u) . . .) and implies that
u is of ground type.
Let t, t′ be closed terms of the same type. We say that t and t′ are observa-
tionally equivalent if and only if the following property holds:
• t, t′ : ◦ and t =β t
′, or
• t, t′ : A→ B, and for every closed u : B, we have (t u) ≡ (t′ u).
The following lemma is a well-known result:
Lemma 1 (Context Lemma) If u ≡ u′ then for all t, (t u) ≡ (t′ u).
The following property is false in a simply-typed λ-calculus dealing with higher-
order constants, true if all constants are of ground type :
Proposition 1 (Stretching lemma) Let t = λy1 . . . yn.M [u] be a closed term,
where M is a context with a hole of ground type. Then t is observationally
equivalent to λy1 . . . yn.M [M [u]].
Proof. Indeed, M [M [u]] = M [x][M [u]/x], and for all closed t, M [M [u]][t/y] =
M [t/y][x][M [u][t/y]/x], with either
• M [t/y][x] =β x and M [M [u]][t/y] =β x[[M [u][t/y]/x] =M [u][t/y], or,
• M [t/y][x] =β a and M [M [u]][t/y] =β a[M [u][t/y]/x] = a 
1. Cells and cellular terms
From now on, by C[ ]1 . . . [ ]K we mean a multiple-hole context whose holes are
amongst [ ]1, . . . , [ ]K .
Definition 1 A cell is a context of the form
Σ[ ]1 . . . [ ]K = (y (C1[ ]1 . . . [ ]K) . . . (Cp[ ]1 . . . [ ]K))
where all [ ]i are holes of ground type and each Ci[ ]1 . . . [ ]K is a context with
no free variables.
By definition each cell contains a unique (head) occurrence of a unique free
variable.
Definition 2 A term t is cellular if and only if it is of the following form:
• λy1 . . . yn.a where a is a constant, or,
• λy1 . . . yn.Σ [w1]1 . . . [wk]K where:
– Σ is a cell whose free variable is amongst y1, . . . , yn,
– each λy1 . . . yn.wj is a cellular term.
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A term is called semi-cellular if it is cellular, or of the form λy1 . . . yn.yi u1 . . . up
where each λy1 . . . λynui is a cellular term.
Clearly every cellular (resp. semi-cellular) term is a closed term. Note that
in the definition of a semi-cellular term, ui is not necessarily of ground type –
e.g. if ui = λx1 . . . xp.t, then t may contain cells with head variables amongst
y1 . . . , yn, x1, . . . , xp.
The introduction of cells will simplify our proofs below, but the following
alternate definition of a cellular term will probably be easier to grasp. Let
t = λy1 . . . yn.u where no variable is simultaneously free and bound in t. The
term t is cellular if it is closed, and if for every subterm w = (yiv1 . . . vn) of u,
the free variables of w are amongst y1, . . . , yn. In other words, if some variable
z 6= y1 . . . yn is bound in t, then no yi is allowed to occur between λz and an
occurrence of z. For instance, the indentity
λy1y2.y1(λz.y2 z) : ((◦ → ◦)→ ◦)→ ((◦ → ◦)→ ◦)
is not cellular, whereas
λy1y2.y1(λd.y2(y1λz.z))
is a cellular term... observationally equivalent to the first. The following propo-
sition is easily proven by induction on the length of t:
Proposition 2 Let Σ be a cell whose free variable is amongst y1, . . . , yn. If
λy1 . . . yn.M [Σ[w1] . . . [wK ]] is cellular, (resp. semi-cellular) then λy1 . . . yn.M [wk]
is cellular (resp. semi-cellular).
Note that for all w1, . . . , wK , Σ[w1] . . . [wK ] = Σ[x1] . . . [xk][w1/x1 . . . wK/xK ]
where x1, . . . xk are pairwise distinct variables of ground type. Furthermore, if
the free variable of Σ belongs to {y1, . . . , yn}, then for all closed t1, . . . , tn, the
normal form of Σ[x1] . . . [xk][t1/y1 . . . tn/yn] is either equal to some xi, or equal
to a constant of ground type. As a consequence,
Proposition 3 (Shrinking lemma) Let Σ be a cell whose free variable is among
y1, . . . , yn. Then:
λy1 . . . yn.M [Σ[w1] . . . [wk−1][N [Σ[v1] . . . [vK ]][wk+1] . . . [wK ]]
is observationally equivalent to
λy1 . . . yn.M [Σ[w1] . . . [wk−1][N [vk]][wk+1] . . . [wK ]]
(the names “stretching”, “shrinking” were found by Thierry Joly around 1996).
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2. Existence of cellular representatives
Lemma 2 Every semi-cellular term t is observationally equivalent to a cellular
term.
Proof. By induction on the length of t. Assume t = λy1 . . . λyn.u is in normal
form, with u = (yi u1 . . . up). Let M be the minimal context such that
• M 6= [ ],
• u = M [t1] . . . [tK ]
• each tk is a term of ground type, of the form (y . . . ) with y ∈ {y1 . . . yn}.
For each k, tk is a subterm of some uj, and the closure of this latter term is
cellular. Hence, there exists a cell Σk and terms wk1 . . . w
k
Lk
such that:
tk = Σk[wk1 ] . . . [w
k
Lk
]
Now, for each (k, l) let
Nkl = M [t
1] . . . [tk−1][wkl ][t
k+1] . . . [tK ]
By proposition 2, for all (k, l), λy1 . . . yn.N
k
l is semi-cellular. By induction
hypothesis, there exists a term ukl whose closure is cellular and equivalent to
the closure of Nkl . We define u
′ as
M [Σ1[u11] . . . [u
1
L1
]] . . . [ΣK [uK1 ] . . . [u
K
LK
]]
Clearly, t′ = λy1 . . . yn.u
′ is cellular. We claim that t and t′ are equivalent. By
proposition 1, t is equivalent to λy1 . . . yn.M [Σ
1[u] . . . [u]] . . . [ΣK [u] . . . [u]]. For
each k, λy1 . . . yn.Σ
k[u] . . . [u] is a closed term. By proposition 3, this term is
equivalent to λy1 . . . yn.Σ
k[Nk1 ] . . . [N
k
Lk
], thereby equivalent to
λy1 . . . yn.Σ
k[uk1 ] . . . [u
k
Lk
]. The conclusion follows from the definition of u′. 
Theorem 1 Every closed term t is observationally equivalent to a cellular term.
Proof. By induction on the length of t. If t = λy1 . . . yn.(yi u1 . . . up), then by
induction hypothesis there exist terms u′1, . . . , u
′
n such that for each i, λy1 . . . λyn u
′
i
is a cellular term equivalent to λy1 . . . λyn ui. The term t
′ = λy1 . . . yn.(yi u
′
1 . . . u
′
p)
is semi-cellular and equivalent to t. The conclusion follows from the preceding
lemma. 
Corollary 1 For all types A, there exists a term t : A → A such that for all
terms w : A, the normal form of (t w) is a cellular term equivalent to w.
Proof. Define t as the cellular equivalent of the η-long form of λxx. 
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3. Decidability of all minimal models
For any finite set of constants C, we write ≡C the restriction of observational
equivalence between closed terms whose constants belong to C.
Theorem 2 There exists a comptable function R such that for all types A, and
for any finite set of constants of ground type C, R(A, C) is a finite list of terms
containing a representative of each ≡C-class.
Proof. Let A = A1 . . . An → ◦, where Ai = B
i
1 . . . B
i
pi
→ ◦. Let y1 :
A1, . . . , yn : An. For each i ∈ [1 . . . n], let Ki be any integer greater
1 than
the number of ≡C-classes of type Ai. For each j ∈ [1 . . . pi], let W
j
i be a com-
plete set of representatives for the pair (Bij , C ∪{d
i
1 . . . d
i
Ki
}), where the dik’s are
fresh constants of type ◦. We let Vi be the set of all terms of the form (yiw).
where w ∈ Πpij=1W
j
i . We define R(A, C) as the least set of terms R satisfying:
• λy.a ∈ R for all a ∈ C.
• if λy.w1, . . . , λy.wKi ∈ R, and if v ∈ Vi is not used in the construction of
these terms, then λy.v[w1/d
i
1] . . . [wKi/d
i
Ki
] ∈ R.
Clearly, R is a finite set of cellular terms. Let t be any closed term. We shall
prove that there exists a term in R equivalent to t. By the preceding theorem,
we can assume that t is cellular. We proceed by induction on the length of t.
Suppose t =α λy1 . . . yn.Σ[s1] . . . [sL] where Σ is a cell of head variable yi.
The number of holes appearing in the normal forms of all Σ[ui/yi] where ui is
a closed term, is bounded by Ki. If [ ]l does not appear in these normal forms,
then we can replace sl with an arbitrary constant, yielding a term of same class.
As a consequence, we can assume that L ≤ Ki. Then there exists in Vi a term
vΣ such that
λyi.Σ[d
i
1] . . . [d
i
L] ≡ λyi.vΣ
By induction hypothesis there exists r1, . . . , rL such that λy.s1 ≡ λy.r1 ∈
R, . . . , λy.sL ≡ λy.rL ∈ R. Then:
t ≡ λy1 . . . yn.vΣ[r1/d
i
1 . . . rL/d
i
L]
The conclusion follows from the fact that, as in proposition 3, we do not need
to use vΣ in the construction of λy.r1, . . . λy.rL, that is to say,
λy.vΣ[r1/d
i
1 . . . rl−1/d
i
l−1,M [vΣ[r
′
1/d
i
1 . . . r
′
L/d
i
L]]/d
i
l, rl+1/d
i
l+1, . . . , rL/d
i
L]
is equivalent to
λy.vΣ[r1/d
i
1 . . . rl−1/d
i
l−1, r
′
l/d
i
l , rl+1/d
i
l+1, . . . , rL/d
i
L]

1If |R(Bij , C)| = kj then we can take Ki = |C|
(k1×...×kpi ).
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Remark. Call hereditary cellular every cellular t such that for each cell
y(C1[ ]1 . . . [ ]K) . . . (Cn[ ]1 . . . [ ]K)
in t, each λx1 . . . λxK Cj [x1] . . . [xK ] is hereditary cellular. Note that all terms
returned by the algorithm are hereditary cellular. It it not too difficult to
prove that all terms returned by a restriction of Schmidt-Schauß’ algorithm to a
minimal model (see [1] for Loader’s presentation of Schmidt-Schauß’ algorithm)
are also hereditary cellular.
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